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your A. K.

          ave you ever dreamed as a child of being in a magical land, inhabited with brave knights  
          and beautiful princesses, fire-breathing dragons and all-powerful wizards? I think each  
          of us liked to fantasise and create his own dream world. After growing up we part with 
our heroes, stop believing in miracles and inevitably plunge into the adult life. But how great it 
would be to return back in childhood at least sometimes, at least for a few minutes!

        And I found such a time machine for myself in music. It allows me to create and build fabu-
lous cities and countries, to conduct intense battles for the throne and to embark on dangerous 
journeys, to fall in love and regret about something that can never be returned. In my orchestral 
world there are no boundaries and time. Everyone who gets into it has the right to arrange their 
own laws and regulations. Together with my music I give you a whole universe where everything 
is serious and real. I give you the opportunity to dive into childhood once again…

    So, it’s time to open the book, get a pen and ink and start writing a new story. A story with 
no place for everyday bustle and routine.

Welcome to my world!
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“Music is the eatest achievement of humanity. It helps to tell 
abt things that d’t have desipti in any language of the 

wld. It is e of the brightest and most p ful means of pres-
si. And the possibilities of chesal music e c pletely end-
less. With its help, I reveal the most seet depths of my sl. Lis-

tening to my wks, y will find t who I really am…”
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music by ARTYOM KASHKIN

ColossuS



7. Marine Waltz (02:42)
8. Attack (03:34)
9. Run or Die (01:37)

10. The Last Battle (04:58)
11. Heart of a King (04:24)

1. Fairytale (03:26)
2. Breaking Dawn (03:11)
3. Collision (05:10)
4. Sacrifice (03:03)

5. Haunted House (03:52)
6. Liberty (04:11)

ColossuS
          he album “COLOSSUS” contains the most epic and powerful orchestral compositions that will  
          take its listener to the world of good and evil, large-scale military battles and merciless lust for  
          power. The universe of Colossus is inhabited by mythical creatures, where you can find 
fire-breathing dragons attacking the walls of an ancient city and travel the never ending seas to meet never 
before seen monsters sinking ships into the dark abyss. You may encounter the ghosts inhabiting an aban-
doned house at the edge of the dense forest or fall into the epicenter of raging nature.  The gloomy halls 
of the world of Colossus are limited only by your imagination!
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1. Mashinetron (03:21)
2. Winter’s Tale (02:39)
3. Seven Angels (04:33)
4. Invasion (03:32)

MASHINETRON

           he third album “MASHINETRON” tells the story of a distant future, where humanity is no longer free  
           – almighty robots have invaded the world. Once the machines went out of control, they united and  
           turned against their creators. Where fertile fields used to stretch and deep rivers used to flow, 
towers now pierce the sky and hi-tech aircrafts hover around. What once was created to serve people enslaved 
them and turned them into its resources. The only thing machines couldn’t take away from humans – was feel-
ings. Perhaps this is the advantage that still gives hope for salvation and  preventing the world from inevitable 
death...
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